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Adversary meaning in english urdu

From English to Urdu, the competitor means as written in Urdu and Harif, as written in Roman Urdu. There are many synonyms of the opponent, in which anti-terrorism, invader, robber, competition, competition, enemy, enemy, match, opposar, opponent, bad person, oppogner, etc. [ad-ver-ee] rival Harif Harif rival Harif Harif rival Dosaman enemy and satiatan taqs, opposing the anti-evil incident against
The Raqab Mad Mokball. P. Being an opposing party; Not unopposed. n. With one design is changed against other or others who oppose or resist them; A member of an opposing or opposing party; opposite . A pertabaan An enemy; An enemy. Form noun, plus opponents. How to anti [classified-ver-ee] Middle East English: from old French adorasi, anti-Latin Adorasius, opposite', from Adorsos (see
negative). Find the correct meaning of the opponent in the opposite Urdu meaning, it is important to understand this correctly when we translate it from English to Urdu. In Urdu every word has many meanings, in Urdu the opponent means the right opponent, and in Roman we write it harif. Others mean harif, dosaman, attributes and crazy muqbal. There are opponents who are gathered in terms of noun
speech. It is actually in central English: from the old French adorasari, the latin anti-Adorasius, the opposite from 'Adorsos', from 'Adorsos(see negative). Our dictionary has many similar words to the opposite, which are the competitors, the attackers, robbers, the contestants, the competitors, the enemies, the enemies, the match, the opposars, the competitors, the bad person and the opponent. In addition
to similar words, the dictionary always has opposite words, opposing words for the opposite are allies, assistant, peach, friend, wizard, wizard and supporter. The spelling as the opposite is [ad-ver-ee]. After translation ing English to Urdu, if you have any problem with pronunciation you can hear its audio in the online dictionary. Anti-traditional poposars offer individual enemy-resistant ad Adorsatawi
negative negative witness ad: Worship e Corn: Present as an act of worship. Have you prayed ? Opposition to conflict: The process of the opposition groups opposing each other. Imran Khan exposes all corruption politicians so now it is to say that the government will have to go to a soul to individual sanity: person personality: a human being. The person who told you the dictionary phrase is the opponent
sanctore in Urdu, the opponents of common words in Urdu are opponents. The more meaning of the opponents, it is defined, for example sentences, related words, phrases and quotations. Opponents opponents Mupposars impodankas oppoginrus opponents next to Adorsisadorsaravus last review a wide list of words below that evaluate the meaning of the meaning of the word's opponents in Urdu.
Meaning of the word opposites in Urdu Opponents-opponents. To understand how you can translate the word opposites in Urdu, you can get help from words that are related to the opposites or its Urdu accent. Some of these words can be considered synonyms of opposites. If you want even more details, you can also consider checking out all the definitions of word opponents. If there is a match we are
also included in the phrase &amp; quotation to either use the word or its phrase in them or use any of the related words in English or Urdu translation. These phrases or quotations can also be taken as a literary example of how to use opponents in a sentence. If you have difficulty reading in Urdu, we have also provided these meanings in Roman Urdu. We have tried to improve our level to provide you with
as much detail as possible about how Urdu can possibly be possible, you can understand its accurate English in Urdu translation. We encourage everyone to add english to Urdu translation, Urdu to Roman Urdu english and English translation to English translation to The Meanangan dictionary. It will be better in our English to Urdu dictionary, Urdu to English dictionary, English to Urdu phrase translation
and Urdu to English phrase translation. Although we have included all the meaning of opponents with utmost care, there may be human error in translation. So if you face any problem in our translation service please feel free to correct this place. All you have to do is click here and collect your correction. Opponents mean definition of opponents and opponents? What is the definition of the opposites
synonymous with ? The words are protestants synonymous with opponents, opoposars, impodankas, oppognos, opponents, opponents? Here are the phrases that are related to the word opposites. If you have a weak case, then other sadeohat words are references with opponents? Here's the quote with the word opponents at the top, we must realize that no weapon, or no weapon in the world's arsenal, is
as strong as the will and moral morale of free men and women. It is a weapon in today's world that our opponents do not need. -Ronald Reagan ▲ Datavanari Urdu Language Urdu language urdu does not support your browser audio element in Urdu English language. Urdu meaning rival Roman Urdu Harieff Harieff RivalDushman Anti-RaqeebaqabMad Muqabeiled opposite word foreman, meaning in the
plus opponents. How to spell the opposite [classified-ver-ee] Middle English: from the old French adorasari, through Latin Adorasarius' opposition, the opposite, from Adorsos (see negative). Synonyms of anti-partisan, invader, robber, contestant, contest, enemy, enemy, match, opposar, opponent, bad person, opposite number, oppogner, anti-allied antonism, assistant, peach, friend, wizard, supporter, pro,
you have searched for english word opponent meaning in anti-Urdu. Opposite English is roman urdu harif The opponent is a noun, plus opponents... We as opposed plaintiffs [ad-ver-ee]. In Urdu, the opposite meaning means 2025 (2025) till today 22/01/2021. Get translation of the word opposite in Urdu and Roman Urdu. Learn how to speak to the opposite word in Urdu and English. You can also find the
meaning of the word opposite in English in Urdu, Arabic, Spanish, French, German, Hindi and other languages. Your comments/views? Copyright © 2021 Darsaal Rights Reserved. Urdu means english: Word to speak: Favorite Store: Opponent PlaintiffOther Reiffrancas: Noun (1) Whoever presents opposition (1) Davis defeated his old opponent in The Quwarterfanals (2) He was a tough opponent for
opponents, but he was also a very fair and honest man. (3) Anti-criminal action elements amending the law on the fact-finding process in 1996 criminal cases (4) once there, he expects an old opponent to come up against. (5) I'm playing an old opponent on Monday, and we're both already making excuses. (6) Ras is an old opponent along with a friend, and I feel for him. (7) He made it much stronger
because he did not have the usual self-help. (8) The anti-procedure law is not appropriate in its investigation in a court of law. (9) I will face them and they show that I am a strong opponent. (10) Fans were happy to hear their old opponent, Argentina, had to fall out of the tournament by failing to beat Sweden. (11) The original inspection process, which continued for many years, was developed in the
opposite process. (12) This is an essential result of this particular system, which is an in-suo-sattooral system rather than a strict anti-system. (13) Fasting together with prayer is a powerful weapon against our opponent, Satan. (14) You see under the opposing system, as I said, parties produce evidence. (15) This right is the core of the system of opposition to justice in the United States. (16) It is an anti-
system which is the obescous of truth. Cases are run by lawyers and they are not very interested in truth and justice. English to Urdu Dictionary: Definition of opposite meaning and opposite, translated into Urdu for opposite with similar and opposite words. Find the dialect pronunciation of the opponent in Urdu and English. Tags for entry which means opposite in anti Urdu, opposite meaning in Urdu,
examples of opposite in English language and pronunciation. Language.
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